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Re-Action is a not-for-profit global network of sports retailers,
clubs, communities, not-for-profits and other organisations with
a shared vision of a greener outdoor sports industry. It aims to
redefine outdoor equipment and clothing retail by changing
the model. This is achieved through working with member
organisations to engage and educate their communities on
circular models of repair, re-purpose, rental and reuse.
Through its work, Re-Action helps members save resources,
reduce waste and cut carbon emissions by scaling down their
reliance on international supply lines and upskilling their local
communities.
By re-purposing, renting and repairing equipment and clothing,
the Re-Action network is making snow sports, cycling, climbing,
surfing, sailing and getting outdoors in the right kit more
affordable and therefore accessible.
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Member Organisations receive training, resources and access
to a forum designed to promote the sharing of solutions.
Members are graded on an annual basis on their circularity,
community commitments and contributions to conservation
and social projects.
Outdoor Enthusiasts across the globe will be able to identify
local shops and organisations where they can have existing
kit repaired, connect with their local community of outdoor
enthusiasts, learn new skills and shop purposefully and
affordably, with minimum climate impact.
The Re-Action label and logo is designed to help people
identify shops where they can buy second-hand or re-purposed
goods at a great price, whilst simultaneously supporting their
local business and community.
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Citizens, not
consumers

Reuse

- Empowering people to have agency
and make sustainable choices

- Getting kit back into the
outdoors that is unused or
no longer useful to someone

Community

Education

- Fostering community around local
shops, clubs and organisations

- About the need for circularity
and upskilling communities

Repair

Re-purpose

- Maintaining existing clothing and
equipment for as long as possible

- Finding alternative uses for kit
once it reaches the end of its
original intended purpose
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Collaboration

Empowering

- Working together with organisations
and citizens on a local and global scale

- Providing a platform to empower
both organisations and citizens to
change the model for the better

Transparent
- We are committed to sharing
successes as well as challenges

Helpful

- Going the extra mile to help
partners and citizens achieve their
goals

Inclusive
- Open to everyone

onetreeatatime.fr@gmail.com
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Re-Action is already up and running. The following pages
contain information about four member organisations who
are living proof that positive change can be made. These
organisations have adopted circular models around repair,
rental, re-purpose and reuse through successfully engaging
their communities and are already making an impact.
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Purpose
One Tree at a Time was born to challenge consumer habits
in their local mountain environment, encourage sustainable
changes, big and small, and save mountains of good quality items
of ski clothing and equipment going to landfill each year.
Solutions
• Business pledges and training sessions
• Shop selling re-purposed ski clothing (warranted and used
outdoor and ski wear)
• Community hub offering training (maintenance and repair
workshops, knitting club etc)
• ‘Climb it for Climate’ awareness raising events
One Tree’s events and awareness campaigns have connected
a worldwide community of outdoor enthusiasts as well as a
local one in the Tarentaise Valley in the French Alps. One Tree is
the original proof of concept that the Re-Action collective can
change the face of outdoor sports retail for the better.
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one tree at a time

impact
to date

Run 60 repair
workshops

784 items of clothing
patched or repaired

Over 100,000 trees planted
with Trees for the Future

onetreeatatime.fr@gmail.com

4324 items of clothing
back on the mountain

Re-purposed 50 chalet operator
ski outfits available for rental in
Courchevel and Meribel
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Purpose
EcoSki is an online retailer of ski and snowboard clothing. It
exists to challenge the linear make-take-dispose model of ski
wear production and ownership. Their goal is to help skiers make
better choices, limit unnecessary purchases (and waste) and
keep this hard-wearing kit in circulation for longer.
Solutions
• Repair
• Rent
• Pre-owned
• New “kit with a conscience”
• Educating people through content

ecoski.co.uk

EcoSki is a Re-Action retailer that has embraced circularity and
embodies the guiding principles of Re-Action.

onetreeatatime.fr@gmail.com
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4000 second-hand
$9,000
raised for 1%
clothing
sold
for theitems
Planet.

50 repairs in the UK and
3 fix-it workshops
several local repairs
organised
arranged elsewhere
in Europe

1400 people registered to
carpool reducing the number
of cars
in the
valleyin
8,000
trees
planted
Madagascar via Ski for Trees

500
items
rented
this
30 ski
school
jackets
winter season
so far (as
upcycled
for second
life
at 04/03/2022)

60 active members of
the association (from 30
different
businesses)
10 tonnes
of food
saved from
landfill and redistributed within
the local community via their
charity-run community fridge
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Purpose
To engage the community of Morzine to make their valley a place
in which mountains, people and biodiversity thrive, with a united
community building a carbon neutral, sustainable future for all.
Solutions
• Focus on 3 key areas:
Zero Carbon, Zero Waste and Total (Bio) Respect
• Online database of resources (green pages, eco-guides etc)
• Shop selling second hand outdoor clothing and equipment
• Campaigns such as “AlpinExpress” to encourage visitors to opt
for low carbon travel to resort such as the train
• Montagne Verte Pacte for businesses
Montagne Verte have been instrumental in bringing together the
community (business and individuals) in and around Morzine
to reduce emissions, wastage and protect their local mountain
environment. They are a best-in-class example of the Re-Action
not-for-profit partner.
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montagne verte

impact
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4000 second-hand
clothing items sold

3 fix-it workshops
organised

1400 people registered to
carpool reducing the number
of cars in the valley

30 ski school jackets upcycled for second life

60 active members of
the association (from 30
different businesses)
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Purpose
ReRun is a Community Interest Company aimed at prolonging
the life of running clothes and equipment.

Proof of concept

RE-RUN
rerunclothing.org

onetreeatatime.fr@gmail.com

Solutions
• Recovering and reselling running and cycling kit
• Educating runners about how to prolong the life of their kit
• Lobbying manufacturers to consider the full life cycle
of their products.
• Donation of race t-shirts to refugee charities
Recognising the intrinsic value in running and cycling clothing,
the team at ReRun has been exploring ways to close the loop
and reduce the huge amounts of waste generated by shoes and
clothing that have no end of life plan and race events. They are
incredibly purpose driven and a valuable member of the
Re-Action collective.
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re-run

impact
to date
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Approx 18,000 items
of ReRun gear sold
2 part time paid employees
and 1 paid apprentice

21 talks about textile waste
within the sports industry

3 pallets of trainers to
refugees in Lebanon,
Calais and Napier barracks

Over 500 pairs of trainers and
100 items of clothing donated
to running groups working with
vulnerable people in the UK
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our
global
membership

The following companies and organisations have also
already pledged to be part of the Re-Action collective.
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Outside is a family-run business that’s been
selling outdoor equipment and clothing in
Hathersage in the UK for over 30 years.

Whoski.com buy and sell pre-loved winter
sports clothing in the UK. They have a peerto-peer marketplace to promote a circular
economy and keep textiles out of landfill.

Bluebird exchange is a not-for-profit
organisation based in Edinburgh, Scotland,
reclaiming, repairing and redistributing
outdoor gear.

RUNRUN
A Belgian organisation that aims to reduce
waste and promote climate action by
educating trail runners about how to make
more environmentally-friendly choices..

onetreeatatime.fr@gmail.com

Closed loop clothing rental for active kids.
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be the change...

onetreeatatime.fr@gmail.com
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• Introduce circular models to your community
• Run ‘Fix it’ events & educational workshops
• Support community based
conservation projects
• Benchmark your activities
• Gain Re-Action certification
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• Reduce waste and carbon emissions
and save planetary resources
• Be part of a larger network
• Learn and share ideas
• Become discoverable / increase your visibility
• Make outdoors pursuits more affordable
and accessible
• Foster an engaged community around
your shop / club / organisation
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• Introduction to a network of like-minded
organisations
• Monthly members call to exchange ideas
• Monthly newsletter sharing news and best
practice
• Feature in our newsletter to Re-Action citizens
• Link to your site from re-action-collective.org
• Regular exposure on Re-Action LinkedIn and
Instagram accounts
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Shop with a Re-Action member
Volunteer
Join a workshop and / or ‘Fix it’ event
Embrace craftivism
Fundraise
Donate clothing, equipment, money
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•
•
•
•
•

Access quality, affordable outdoor kit
Prolong the life of your existing kit
Meet like-minded people
Learn new skills
Be part of the change you want to see
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If you’re ready to support us in our goals and help move the
outdoor retail industry to a more circular model with community
at its core, get in touch.
Gavin Fernie-Jones
Founder & President, Re-Action
onetreeatatime.fr@gmail.com
+33 (0)6 52 04 24 42
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We have assembled a team of passionate and knowledgeable
outdoor enthusiasts, retail experts and bona fide sustainability
geeks. Together we’re confident we can change the face of
outdoor sports retail for the better.
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Re-Action Management Team

Gavin Fernie-Jones
Founder and President,
Re-Action & One Tree at a Time

Jim MacNeil
Circular business models &
Re-Action certification

Heather Davies
Re-Action Secretary &
Communications

Co-owner of The Boot Lab, a ski boot-fitting
shop in Meribel, Gavin began sending back
un-recyclable packaging to his suppliers and
questioning the unsustainability of the current
retail model. He founded One Tree at a Time as
a way of educating and serving the community,
reducing waste and keeping ski clothing out
of landfill and on the mountain. Re-Action is
designed to scale up the concept of One Tree so
more communities can benefit and more waste
can be eliminated.

Jim has studied business management (US),
transport planning (UK) and urban sociology
(Italy). His PhD thesis discussed the role of
research groups in the improvement of deprived
communities. He’s always had a business-oriented
mind and the desire to use his research expertise
for good, making him a perfect fit for the ReAction Collective.

Heather has worked in the outdoor industry for
over 12 years and in marketing/communications
since the beginning of her career. With a strong
desire to use her communications knowledge
and experience to elevate people and planetfocused organisations, she recently completed
the CISL Business Sustainability Management. She
organises the team as Re-Action’s Secretary and is
tasked with promoting and communicating
Re-Action’s work.

onetreeatatime.fr@gmail.com
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subject matter experts

Catherine Weetman
Circular economy coach, consultant,
author
Catherine is a published author (A Circular
Economy Handbook for Business and Supply
Chains). She is also a speaker, university lecturer
and facilitator. Catherine has a vision for results
and the ability to tackle tough problems. She has
a knack for simplifying complex issues with wellstructured solutions, based on sound research
and analysis. Catherine is using her extensive
knowledge and experience in an advisory capacity
for Re-Action.

onetreeatatime.fr@gmail.com

Mark Lockie
Outdoor retail & materials expert
Working in the outdoor sports industry for the last
15 years, Mark now manages product development
for a number of brands; from designing ranges,
sourcing suppliers, and product testing, all the
way through to directing photo shoots. He has
worked closely with One Tree at a Time to find
solutions for getting clothing from customer
returns repaired and back into the outdoors.
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Re-Action Creative & Content Team

Gaia Dakalo
Craftivism and Community

Clare Truphet
Training Manager

Gaia is an Italian with a flair for language, creativity
and crafting. She holds a masters in English
literature, speaks 5 languages and what she
doesn’t know about alpacas isn’t worth knowing
(just ask her!). Gaia discovered her creative
powers when she couldn’t find clothes to fit over
her daughter’s cloth nappies. Starting with sewing,
she has since turned her hand to basket-weaving,
repairing, knitting, embroidery and more. She has
a passion for sustainability and an energy and zest
for getting things done which is what makes her
such a valuable member of our team.

As Alpine Operations and HR manager for Fish
& Pips, Clare has extensive experience running
operations and teams in the hospitality sector.
She has led on sustainability, working closely with
One Tree at a Time on strategies to reduce waste
and make energy efficiencies. She is the lead on
Re-Action’s training platform.

onetreeatatime.fr@gmail.com
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Re-Action Creative & Content Team

Courtney Flannagan
Graphic Designer

Andy Davies
Low-carbon Web Designer

A first class honours graduate in graphic design
and a self-confessed outdoor enthusiast. Her
focus is primarily on branding and identity, for
both print and digital media. She incorporates
her passion for illustration to add creativity
to bespoke designs and is responsible for the
branding of both One Tree at a Time and ReAction.

Andy is a keen snowboarder who has turned his
passion for sustainability and web design into his
day job. His mission to ‘green the internet, one
site at a time’ is gathering pace and interest. Every
site he produces breaks his PB for the lowest
carbon site yet. Andy is charged with producing
Re-Action’s website for maximum impact with the
smallest carbon footprint.

onetreeatatime.fr@gmail.com
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